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You an not imagine how everything is vague

until try to do it aurately.

Bertrand Russel

Introitus

These leture notes were meant to ompile the main ideas on gauge �-

eld theory and modern osmology, showing the reent ontributions of the

author in these areas, espeially in lassial thermodynamis, supergra-

vity and quantum gravity. Although the author has onduted the work

without wishing to exhaust the issues in question, this synthesis provides

some essential formal aspets for further studies, with relevant and upda-

ted referenes, as well as indiations of lassial readings. Speial attention

was given to author's appliation of Lyra's geometry, beause of its growing

importane in quantum osmology, and to the so-alled �paleogravity�, a

model of supergravity developed by the author with the purpose to o�er

a lassial representation for supergravity that ould be made ompatible

with the quantum theory of spaetime also developed by himself. Also in

general osmology, the emphasis was on inhomogeneous models beause of

the debate that they open on the validity of the standard model. In this
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sense, the author presented his perturbative formalism of weak gravitational

lensing by de�ning an inhomogeneous osmologial refrative index within

a Lemaître-Tolman universe. Lastly, some remarks on Stephani osmology

were organized in order to expose the most signi�ant features of this ap-

proah. During the reading, it shall be possible to observe some title marks

indiating items of interest, as well as small side texts with outgivings of

renowned authors.
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I PART: GAUGE

1 General approah to gauge �eld theory

In his beautiful book �The Dawning of Gauge Theory� [28℄ O'Raifeartaigh

says that the fundamental idea ontained in the gauge symmetry is that if a

system remains invariant under a rigid group of ontinuous transformations

(independent of spaetime), then it remains invariant if the group is taken

loally (depending on spaetime). Having in mind Lagrangian formalism,

we want theories where the Lagrangian density is invariant under internal

symmetry transformations that depend on the point in spaetime. If suh

symmetry implies a dynami, i.e., a natural desription of the appropriate

interations of the theory, then there is a signi�ant gain to the unders-

tanding of the physis running in the system under onsideration. Thus,

the appliation of the gauge priniple onsists in the introdution of new

�elds in the Lagrangian to remove the terms of symmetry breaking of this

Lagrangian. This profound priniple, whih the hard history dates bak to

the twenties and thirties of the twentieth entury, is applied to both quan-

tum and lassial situations, being in full ompliane with general relativity

(GR).

Typial ontinuous transformations applied to quantum �elds are uni-

tary transformations of omplex phase from whih numerial relationships

between vetors and operators are kept. So, loal symmetries hange of

phase (rotate) at any angle in the omplex plane. In Setion 1.2 we shall

explain an appliation of the gauge priniple in lassial thermodynamis.

Sine the lassial �elds of the theory to be presented are omplex �elds,

it seemed quite natural to introdue omplex phase transformations in the

same spirit as in quantum �eld theory, even for future quantization of the

model if neessary. Throughout the development as it follows, we shall have

the opportunity to see how the Lagrangian loses symmetry and how we an

restore this symmetry. There are several milestone works on gauge theories

(the major of them is in referene [28℄), so that our approah emphasizes

heuristi and teahing aspets as regards the implementation of a gauge

theory. Beginners who wish to learn more about the subjet an �nd a

great introdution in �https://terrytao.wordpress.om/2008/09/27/what-

is-a-gauge/�. A simple and very illustrative work ame from Huang [15℄

where the gauge �eld is presented as a �ber bundle over spaetime and the

gauge vetor slides independently along its �ber at eah point of spaetime

(Figure 1). For physiists more experiened, a good referene is the old book
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of Narlikar and Padmanabhan [26℄, ontaining a omplete presentation of

the gauge priniple.

Fig. 1: The �ber bundle of the gauge �eld.

1.1 A real situation treated by lassial �eld theory

In the aforementioned work, O'Raifeartaigh talks about the di�ulties faed

at the dawning of gauge theory [28℄. From that explanation, adding some

enhanements, we an resume the history of gauge theory in four great

stages:

1. The spaetime dependent length sales proposed by Weyl in 1918;

2. Fok-Weyl global phases of wave funtions with minimal oupling in

1927-1929;

3. Lyra's gauge approah of Riemannian geometry in 1951;
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4. Yang-Mills approah from Fok-Weyl model extended to non-Abelian

groups in 1954.

5. Faddeev and Popov/de Witt selfonsistent sheme for the quantization

of massless Yang-Mills �elds in 1967.

It is important to note that muh of the essential texts on gauge theory

remained in German for a long time, and some are still hardly found in

translated versions, a fat that has impeded the full aess to suh dou-

ments by the majority of the sienti� ommunity not familiarized with

the language. For this reason and also beause of its distint theoretial The

elevation of

the gauge

�elds to the

level of the

gravitatinal

�eld is a

substantial

ahievement,

but is by no

means the

end of the

story

(O'Raifeart-

aigh, 1997).

struture, unfortunately Lyra's gauge approah is not ommonly treated

in the general ontext of gauge theories, but the ogeny of the insights

ontained in it an not be ignored at all, espeially in modern quantum

osmology. Also, in the above stages, indeed very summarized here, there

is relatively little ontribution from the point of view of the appliation

of gauge theories in lassial domain, perhaps beause of the illusion that

lassial physis is a �nished disipline (this setion shows preisely the

opposite). It is true that there is also the fear of polemiize the sared

areas of physis, whih is not justi�able sine it belongs to the very nature

of siene the harater to be hangeable and re�neable. Commenting on

why Lorenz did not onserate the relativity of spae and time, having

done all the legwork, Dira said

�I think he must have been held bak by fears, some kind of inhibi-

tion. He was really afraid to venture into entirely new ground, to question

ideas whih had been aepted from time immemorial� [8℄.

Only Einstein was able to take the bold leap.
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There are sant referenes on gauge theory applied in lassial ontext

other than that of general relativity. In ondensed matter, a rare and so-

mewhat dense exeption was made by Kleinert [18℄. The text as a whole is

rather formal and in several setions of the initial part it does not exels in

its larity, but the basi idea is simple. Disregarding quantum e�ets and

analyzing the equilibrium struture of a rystalline material atomi system

at zero absolute temperature (a perfetly regular array of atoms known as

the �ground state� of the referred system), Kleinert begins to desribe the

slight shift of that array from a weak perturbation by the orresponding

typial �phonons� (the elasti sound waves) of the low exitation states of

energy; on one hand, he onsiders the shift of the array from one layer to

another as a gauge transformation on the integer �eld variables de�ning

the layer; on the other hand, he takes the elasti distortions that may be

treated by assoiated ontinuous �elds that are in fat gauge �elds too. The

former �elds he alled �defet gauge �elds�, while the latter �stress gauge

�elds� [18℄. Obviously the theory itself is quite omplex, sine the inrease

in perturbation leads to non-linear terms of the energy expansion beome

important.Gauge-

dependent

quantities

an not be

predited,

but there is a

sense in

whih they

an be

measured.

They

desribe

�handles�

though whih

systems

ouple: they

represent

real

relational

strutures to

whih the ex-

perimentalist

has aess in

measurement

by supplying

one of the

relata in the

measurement

proedure

itself

(Rovelli,

2014).

1.2 The lassial alori �eld gauge approah in pratie X
To esape a little from the onventional presentations in whih monoto-

nously it is repeated the same old examples of lassial �eld theory with

not muh originality, I shall present a new and realisti ontext. The ase

study I shall disuss refers to a feasible projet using solar energy in large

sales proposed in my dotoral thesis. As we know, solar onentrators have

beome a reality in the day-to-day response to sanitary and environmental

preservation needs [16℄. I propose a waste reyling plant as a result of years

of researh, unifying fundamental issues from �eld theory and thermodyna-

mis in a omprehensive approah of thermal systems engineering, whih

is, aording to Moran and olleagues, a branh of engineering onerned

with how energy is utilized to get bene�ts in industry, transportation, the

daily dealings of home, and so on [25℄.

Thermodynamis is a beautiful marosopi theory, built on a few fun-

damental presuppositions (whih makes it more attrative and nie). It

desribes the e�ets of marosopi systems formed by a large number of

mirosopi entities (spins, moleules, partiles, et.) that obey the basi

laws of lassial mehanis or quantum mehanis, as the ase may be.

Analyzing the generality of thermodynamis and its late laim as a solidly

established physial siene, we an speulate that the prevalene of meha-
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nisti models ourred only by a matter of seular preedene of mehanis

and its huge suess to explain the world of the immediate things. The om-

pleteness of thermodynamis is mainly marked by its evolutionary approah

of the physial systems, pointing the entropy as a fundamental variable �

de�ned in a manner somewhat abstrat from a variational priniple � in

the proess of evolution. Going from the statement that heat is energy in

transit and assuming the thermodynami equilibrium of the system as the

marosopi state for whih the entropy is a maximum, it is possible to

realize any physial phenomenon, insofar as the dynamis of the universe

is in the end summarized by dissipation and energy exhange proesses.

Thus, it is also possible to historially understand the almost total lak

of appliation of lassial �eld theories in the ontext of thermodynamis

, exept perhaps indiretly in some spei� situations where the thermal

state of the system appears seondarily in the general analytial framework

applied.

My ase study shows a onsistent appliation of the lassial �eld theory

in thermodynamis, fousing on the subjet of reyling ondensed matter,

spei�ally in order to establish a system of solid waste treatment. Brie�y,

any waste �lls a prototype system (Figure 2) of two ylindrial graphite

hambers in whih pyrolysis and reyling proesses shall take plae. In-

ternally subjeted to a vauum, �rst hamber (pyrolysis hamber) reeives

the onentrated sunlight rays from a onave array of mirrors on a quartz

window plaed at one of the irular bases of the hamber. At high tempe-

ratures atomi disruptions produe gases and liquids that �ow to the rey-

ling devie, inside whih the gradient of temperatures T1, T2, T3, T4, ..., Tn
allows to a reovery of produts P1, P2, P3, P4, ..., Pn from the hottest layers

to the ooler. A omputational ontrol system onduts atalyti agents,

whose ations enter the proesses assoiated with temperatures to ensure

the outputs of programmed materials, and the reombination of remnant

atoms into inert substanes in the form of usable waste. To redue the en-

tropy and expand the produtivity of the heat generation we introdued

an auxiliary piping system for the laminar �ow of a nano�uid to establish

a onvetion proess of heat transfer [9,44℄. Lastly, produts, �nal residues

and usable waste are sent respetively to inventory and appropriate on-

tainment, remembering that the so alled �pyrolysis ashes� � similar to the

dust and blast furnae sludge � whih onstitute the usable waste an be

used in the ement industry. All the energy needed to run the engine is

solar, being the possible surplus routed to the publi network.

The theoretial model developed treats the thermal energy inside the

pyrolysis and reyling hambers as a omplex salar �eld, the so-alled

�alori �eld� to be measured with preision and ontrolled at eah point

of its on�nement for a maximum of e�ieny in management of byproduts
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Fig. 2: The omplete sheme of the proposed thermodynami engine. Note the ile of

energy with a thermoeletri station feeding ontinually the usine as well as it is

powered by solar energy (from Serpa's Ph.D. thesis in Frenh [44℄).

and pyrolysis proess. Theoretial basis for the onstrution of lassial �-

elds may be found in the works of Maggiore [23℄ and Radovanovi¢ [31℄.

In addition, the theory and its appliation to the power plant forms the

eonophysial foundations to math operations management and environ-

mental management in a uni�ed operational level just in the sense pointed

out by Kurdve et al. [21℄ to inlude the waste management supply hain.

Aordingly lassial �eld theory [23℄, present model supposes a di�e-

rential polynomial in ξ, the Lagrangian density L (ξ), given by

L = (∂qξ)
∗ (∂qξ)− |ξ|2 + 2γ2|ξ|2 ln |ξ|, (1)

whose ation over a ertain region M in spae and time is

S (ξ) =

∫

M

[

(∂qξ)
∗
(∂qξ)− |ξ|

2
+ 2γ2|ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

]

dV dt. (2)
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Here, from my �rst proposal, ξ represents a salar omplex massless alori

�eld , dV an in�nitesimal volume of spae, dt an in�nitesimal time inter-

val, and γ a real salar to be de�ned later whih depends on the system's

environment in question [44℄. The alori �eld obeys the �eld equation

∂q∂
qξ +

(

1− γ2
)

ξ − 2γ2ξ ln |ξ| = 0, (3)

being the �eld entropy in generalized oordinates q given by

S =

∫

−2γ2|ξ|
2
ln |ξ|dq. (4)

Thus, �eld equation inludes an entropy term −2γ2ξ ln |ξ| in the dynamis

of the �eld and expression (4) is just a straightforward generalization of

Gibbs entropy . It is worth noting that for |ξ|
2
< 1 it follows that 2 ln |ξ| < 0;

thus, S > 0 for every non-trivial system state. The fator

(

1− γ2
)

in the

seond term of equation (3), the so-alled �luminothermi apaity�, re�ets

the potential power o�ered by the natural surroundings. Its ation under

the �eld shows how �eld is in�uened by the external onditions. Thus,

alori �eld equation governs the evolution of the thermal energy �eld and

the orresponding entropy produed.

In a stritly thermodynami theory, the �elds are representations of

the energy as heat, while the entropy funtion is a �potential�. Therefore,

we mainly deal with heat exhanges whih an lead to marosopi states

where interations between the original �eld and matter modify the former

by the emergene of a gauge �eld, and thus the establishment of a �massive�

fator.

The usual way to present gauge theory begins with the introdution

of a global ontinuous symmetry to the ation, say an overall phase. The

ation does not hange if we proeed the transformation ξ′ → eiQθξ. The
symmetry group of this transformation is the Lie group U(1). On behalf

of disourse eonomy, now we begin by the introdution of a loal phase

hanging, say

ξ′ = eiQθ(q)ξ

and its onjugate

ξ†
′

= e−iQθ(q)ξ†.

We rewrite our former Lagrangian

L0 = ∂qξ
†∂qξ − |ξ|

2
+ γ2 |ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

2
.

A loal transformation based on ommon partial di�erentiation gives

L
′
0 = ∂q

(

e−iQθ(q)ξ†
)

∂q
(

eiQθ(q)ξ
)

− |ξ|
2
+ γ2 |ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

2
; (5)
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L
′
0 =

[

−iQe−iQθ(q)∂qθ(q)ξ
† + e−iQθ(q)∂qξ

†
] [

iQeiQθ(q)∂qθ(q)ξ + eiQθ(q)∂qξ
]

−

− |ξ|
2
+ γ2 |ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

2
;

L
′
0 = Q2∂qθ(q)∂

qθ(q)ξ�ξ − iQ∂qθ(q)ξ
�∂qξ + iQ∂qθ(q)∂qξ

�ξ + ∂qξ
†∂qξ−

− |ξ|
2
+ γ2 |ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

2
. (6)

This operation, as we an see in box, breaks Lagrangian invariane adding

the �rst three terms resulting from the transformation. Consequently, we

need another operator, namely the ovariant derivative

D = ∂q − iQAq (ou D = ∂q + iQAq),

with the introdution of the gauge �eld Aq so that we an feature a unitary

transformation as

L0
U(1)
−→ L

′
0 = (∂q + iQAq) e

−iQθ(q)ξ† (∂q − iQAq) eiQθ(q)ξ−e−iQθ(q)ξ†eiQθ(q)ξ+

+γ2e−iQθ(q)ξ†eiQθ(q)ξ ln
(

e−iQθ(q)ξ†eiQθ(q)ξ
)

1. (7)

The phases are aneled, leaving the short expression

L0
U(1)
−→ L

′
0 =

(

−iQ∂qθξ
† + ∂qξ

† + iQAqξ
†
)

(iQ∂qθξ + ∂qξ − iQAqξ)−ξ†ξ+γ2ξ†ξ ln
(

ξ†ξ
)

.
(8)

Making up multipliations term-to-term we obtain

L0
U(1)
−→ L′

0 =

Q2∂qθ∂
qθξ�ξ − iQ∂qθξ

�∂qξ −Q2Aq∂qθξ
†ξ+

+iQ∂qθ∂qξ
�ξ + ∂qξ

†∂qξ − iQAq∂qξ
†ξ−

−Q2Aq∂
qθξ†ξ + iQAqξ

†∂qξ +Q2AqA
qξ†ξ − ξ†ξ + γ2ξ†ξ ln

(

ξ†ξ
)

, (9)

where I kept boxed terms that shall be aneled. However, based on the

above development, this anellation omes from the potential introdution

in the expression

LGauge = −Q2Aq∂qθξ
†ξ−iQAq∂qξ

†ξ−Q2Aq∂
qθξ†ξ+iQAqξ

†∂qξ+Q2AqA
qξ†ξ,

(10)

1

Here I wrote the omplete terms with the phases so that the reader realizes that

they anel eah other.
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whih we alled �gauge Lagrangian�. Then, we have

A′
q = Aq + ∂qθ,

from whih

L
′
Gauge = −Q2 (Aq + ∂qθ) ∂qθξ

†ξ−iQ (Aq + ∂qθ) ∂qξ
†ξ−Q2 (Aq + ∂qθ) ∂

qθξ†ξ+

+iQ (Aq + ∂qθ) ξ
†∂qξ +Q2 (Aq + ∂qθ) (A

q + ∂qθ) ξ†ξ. (11)

The reader must note that the gauge �eld Aq does not transform by ova-

riant mode. The way it transforms ome from the requirement

(Dqξ)
′
=
(

∂q − iQA′
q

)

ξ′;

(Dqξ)
′
=
(

∂q − iQA′
q

)

eiQθ(q)ξ;

(Dqξ)
′
= eiQθ(q)

(

∂qξ + iQ∂qθ(q)ξ − iQA′
qξ
)

;

(Dqξ)
′
= eiQθ(q) [∂q + iQ∂qθ(q) − iQ (Aq + ∂qθ(q))] ξ;

(Dqξ)
′
= eiQθ(q) [∂q + iQ∂qθ(q)− iQAq − iQ∂qθ(q)] ξ;

(Dqξ)
′
= eiQθ(q) (∂q − iQAq) ξ.

Usually it is assumed that Aq desribes some new and independent degrees

of freedom of the system. By applying the hange, it follows that Physial

theories of

fundamental

signi�ane

tend to be

gauge

theories.

These are

theories in

whih the

physial

system being

dealt with is

desribed by

more

variables

than there

are

physially

independent

degrees of

freedom

(Henneaux

and

Teitelboim ,

1992).

L
′
Gauge =

[[

−Q2Aq∂qθξ
�ξ −Q2∂qθ∂qθξ

�ξ
]]

− iQAq∂qξ
†ξ −iQ∂qθ∂qξ

�ξ +

[[

−Q2Aq∂
qθξ�ξ

]]

−Q2∂qθ∂
qθξ�ξ + iQAqξ

†∂qξ +iQ∂qθξ
�∂qξ +

+Q2AqA
qξ†ξ

[[

+Q2Aq∂
qθξ�ξ +Q2∂qθA

qξ�ξ +Q2∂qθ∂
qθξ�ξ

]]

. (12)

Sine the theory is Abelian, the order of the fators in the multipliation

does not matter. Terms in double brakets are aneled naturally, while bo-

xed terms anel the terms of symmetry breaking of the former Lagrangian.

So,

L
′
0 + L

′
Jauje = ∂qξ

†∂qξ − |ξ|
2
+ γ2 |ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

2
+

+Q2AqA
qξ†ξ + iQ

(

Aqξ
†∂qξ −Aq∂qξ

†ξ
)

, (13)

or

L
′
0 + L

′
Jauje = ∂qξ

†∂qξ − |ξ|
2
+ γ2 |ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

2
+

+Q2AqA
qξ†ξ + iQ {Aq∂

q, Aq∂q}ξ†,ξ . (14)

Additional terms that express the interations between �elds arry the ge-

nerator of the symmetry group of the theory. Sine the �eld Aq is added
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to our Lagrangian as a tool to assert gauge invariane of the alori �eld

kineti term, we must reognize the need to add a kineti term for the

gauge �eld itself. Thereby, we introdue a �eld strength tensor, built from

the ommutator of ovariant derivatives

[Dp, Dq] = [(∂q − iQAq) (∂p − iQAp)]− [(∂p − iQAp) (∂q − iQAq)] ;

[Dp, Dq] =
[

∂q∂p − iQ∂qAp − iQAq∂p −Q2AqAp

]

−

−
[

∂p∂q − iQ∂pAq − iQAp∂q −Q2ApAq

]

;

[Dp, Dq] = [−iQ∂qAp − iQAq∂p]− [−iQ∂pAq − iQAp∂q] ;

[Dp, Dq] = iQ (∂pAq − ∂qAp) = iQFpq.

The new kineti term must also preserve Lorentz invariane, so that it

assumes the form

F = FpqF
pq. (15)

Thus we have a new ode for the Lagrangian with embedded transformation

of the gauge �eld, whih is

L′
0 = Dqξ

†
D

qξ − |ξ|
2
+ γ2 |ξ|

2
ln |ξ|

2
− F. (16)

Given that the kineti terms of the lassial �elds involved do not originateFor me, a

gauge theory

is any

physial

theory of a

dynami

variable

whih, at the

lassial

level, may be

identi�ed

with a

onnetion

on a

prinipal

bundle

(Trautman,

1980).

from a mehanial model, there is in priniple no reason to assume frational

onstants in these terms. Now, the question to ask is: what is the need

for a gauge approah to this lassi situation in a so familiar terrain like

thermodynamis? The answer depends on a orret physial intuition, as

on the almost inexhaustible apaity for representation of the physial-

mathematial formalism. We have already shown that an unonventional

approah to thermal energy is possible. If the massless alori �eld, as

presented above, was simply generated in a vauum, nothing new would

take plae. However, when interating with the mass of waste, the �eld

generates mass for itself, sine the thermo-physial and hemial reations

triggered generate heat providing thermal feedbak to the former alori

�eld, plus a small amount of volatile mass assimilated by the �eld. This

mass is then represented by the onstant of minimum oupling with the

gauge �eld, alled �Q� (the symmetry group generator), something like a

�alori harge� or better yet �minimal thermal mass fator of dynami

interation�. We note that this orresponding generator does not respet

the former vauum of the hamber.

Thereby, the introdution of the gauge �eld disovers a new physis, free

from derivatives on this �eld, namely, the interations that are triggered by

the ation of the �eld on the waste whih ould not exist before introduing

the material into the pyrolysis hamber. Indeed, gauge �eld Aq mediates a
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�strain�

2

between the �elds (and their derivatives) with oupling Q. The

symmetry varies point to point, sine the proesses are subjet to a gra-

dient of temperatures and a random volatilization of matter (the phase of

the �eldfuntion an be hosen arbitrarily at eah spaetime point). This

information should be part of the stohasti proessing algorithm to be

initialized in �Operations� (Figure 2) in order to aurately alulate the

amount of non reyled material, and the mass perentage assimilated into

the �eld. Lastly, with the reyling of all materials from pyrolysis , the re-

maining pyrolyti ashes feature a ompletely inert environment within the

hambers. In this situation, the Lagrangian density interations setor must

be annulled.

Exerise 1.21 Prove that for a lassial omplex salar �eld ξ, loally de-

�ned by a positional parameter θ(q), we may write

{Aq∂
q, Aq∂q}ξ†,ξ ∝ 2iAq∂qθ(q).

Exerise 1.22 Consider the alorie �eld

ξ = einγq−ϑ ∴ (17)

∂qξ = inγeinγq−ϑ, (18)

and its onjugate

ξ† = e−inγq−ϑ ∴ (19)

∂qξ
† = −inγe−inγq−ϑ, (20)

where n is the polytropi index, γ is the opaity of the medium and ϑ is the

refrative index of the foal quartz window [44℄. Show, in one dimension,

that in the natural gauge (Aµ = Aµ = 1) the minimal thermal mass fator

of dynami interation is equal to 2nγ in the inert state of the pyrolysis

hamber.

2

We an say that a loal symmetry generates a �strain� oupled to the �alori

harge�. In other words, inside the hamber, if we gauge alori energy and the minimal

thermal mass of dynami interation, we shall get fores (internal pressures that an

be attributed to the shok of the pyrolyti plasma moleules against the walls of the

hamber, thereby being transmitted impulse to the walls) for whih the soures are the

energy and momentum of the moleules.
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1.3 The Dira Lagrangian

The disussion made in the previous setion intended to show the most

relevant points to be onsidered when implementing a gauge symmetry,

namely the orret pereption of the sope of the theory and its suitability

to the problem addressed. In the pratial ase studied, we had as fous

the need for a preise knowledge of thermodynami proesses aiming the

maximal redution of the entropy produed in a thermodynami engineering

system to reyling ondensed matter. In addition, the program presented

in short showed how the gauge theories may be lose to our inreasingly

urgent operational needs.

Similarly to the lassial ase, we an onsider implementing a gauge

symmetry from a Lagrangian spinorial struture. The simplest example

refers to a unitary transformation of type UU † = U †U = 1 on spinors,

given the Dira Lagrangian density. For a free partile of mass m we have

after Dira the expression

L0 = ψ̄ (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ, (21)

where ψ is the Dira spinor (wave funtion), ψ̄ is the adjunt spinor, and

γµ is a set of 4X4 matrixes that de�nes a Cli�ord algebra. Again, a loal

transformation based on ommon partial di�erentiation breaks Lagrangian

aording to

L0
U(1)
−→ L′

0 = ψ̄′ (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ′
(22)

= e−iQθψ̄ (iγµ∂µ −m) eiQθψ

= e−iQθψ̄
[

iγµ∂µ
(

eiQθψ
)

−meiQθψ
]

= e−iQθψ̄
{

iγµ
[

eiQθ∂µψ + iQeiQθ∂µθψ
]

−meiQθψ
}

= ψ̄ (iγµ∂µ − γµQ∂µθ −m)ψ. (23)

Similarly, through the minimal oupling, we introdue the ovariant deri-

vative

Dµ ≡ ∂µ + iQAµ (24)

in suh a way that we preserve Lagrangian properties under the loal gauge

transformation

Aµ
U(1)
−→ A′

µ = Aµ − ∂µθ. (25)

The Abelian intensity tensor is thus de�ned as

Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (26)

whih remains invariant under the given gauge transformation (for more

details, please, see referene [41℄.
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Exerise 1.31 Write the �nal expression of the Lagrangian density after

the introdution of the ovariant derivative and the respetive gauge

transformation for a omplete desription of quantum eletrodynamis.

Hint: onsider Qψ̄γµψ as the eletromagneti 4-urrent.

1.4 The Yang-Mills gauge theory

Presently, it is reognized that the most important quantum �eld theories

for desribing elementary interations are gauge theories. It an be said

that the most advaned models in this ontext evolved from the �rst works

of Yang and Mills. The Yang-Mills gauge approah begins at 1952-1954

[57℄ when they suggested a �eld similar to the eletromagneti �eld. As

Yang-Mills equations provided the lassial desription of massless waves

that travel at the speed of light, it appeared natural at that moment to try

the same approah to desribe other fores, mainly the strong interation

binding protons and neutrons into nulei. However, the massless nature of

lassial Yang-Mills waves brought serious drawbaks to applying Yang-

Mills theory to other fores, sine weak and nulear interations are short-

range fores and many of the assoiated partiles are massive.

As we know, the initial approah of Yang and Mills onsists in a nonabe-

lian gauge �eld theory based on SU(2) symmetry

3

. Protons and neutrons

ome to be onsidered nearly idential (if one just onentrates on the nu-

lear fores ignoring harge), exept by the isotopi spin (�up� for protons

and �down� for neutrons). Sine this isotopi spin is a loal variable, it

an be di�erent for eah spaetime point (the isotopi gauge); for instane,

the proton up state at one point is not in general the same at any other

point. Thereby, just as the eletromagneti potential onnets the phase

of wavefuntions at di�erent points, there must be an isotopi spin poten-

tial onneting states of isotopi spin at di�erent points by rotation of the

isotopi spin diretion. So, the isotopi spin transforms as

ψ′ = S(x, t)−1ψ, (27)

3

However, the initial expetations were not on�rmed, sine loal SU(2) transforma-

tions play no role in strong interations. Now we understand these fores as governed

by an SU(3) gauge theory alled quantum hromodynamis (the term was introdued

after the word �olour� to be used for the degrees of freedom transforming under SU(3).
Lastly, it is important to remark that theories based on SU(2) gauge transformations

hold relevane for the weak setor.
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where S(x, t) is the isotopi spin rotation at a given spaetime point, and

ψ is olumn vetor, the doublet �eld

ψ =

(

ψp

ψn

)

Continuing the analogy with eletromagnetism, to anel o� the very known

extra terms generated by taking the gradient of the potential, it was intro-

dued the ovariant derivative written as

D = ∇− iǫA(x, t), (28)

where ǫ is the oupling onstant. The potential obeys

A′ = S−1AS +

(

i

ǫ

)

S−1∇S. (29)

The nonabelian �eld strength is given by

Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − iǫ [Aµ, Aν ] , (30)

whih redues to the form (26) when the gauge �elds ommutator vanishes.

The nonabelian gauge �eld Aµ mathes the omplete gauge invariant La-

grangian density

L = −
1

2
Tr (FµνF

µν) + ψ̄γµ (i∂µ −Q∂µθ)−mψ̄ψ, (31)

whih is the sum of a kineti part with the Dira Lagrangian for a fermion

doublet given by expression (23).

Even though some prospets of the Yang-Mills theory remain out of

reah for now, there are studies on the appliation of SU(2) Yang-Mills

�elds in osmology, onsidering the seond and the fourth order terms of the

Yang-Mills �eld strength tensor respetively playing the roles of radiation

and osmologial onstant [10℄.

1.5 Super�elds and gauge theory

The implementation of super�elds aims to failitate in a remarkable man-

ner the alulations in supersymmetri �eld theories, from the moment

that supersymmetry is identi�ed and established. Everything starts from

the fat that in ordinary spaetime supersymmetry is not manifest, being

the ustomary Lagrangian formulation not the most appropriate to mo-

del supersymmetri �eld theories. Therefore, we must onsider a supers-

pae, that is, a Minkowski spaetime inreased by fermioni 2 + 2 anti-

ommuting Grassman oordinates θα, θ̄α̇ (assoiated to de supersymmetry
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generators Qα, Q̄α̇), forming a new superspae with eight oordinates tag-

ged by

(

xµ, θα, θ̄α̇
)

, where the xµ are the bosoni oordinates with Lorenz

vetor indie, θα are the Grassmanian omplex oordinates with left-handed

spinor indie and θ̄α̇ their onjugates with right-handed spinor indie. Con-

sequently, super�elds are nothing but �elds in this superspae, or, whih

ome to be the same, funtions of the superspae oordinates whih are

subjet to the translations that haraterize supersymmetry, say

xµ → xµ − iϑ̄σ̄µθ − iϑσµθ̄;

θα → θα + ϑα;

θ̄α̇ → θ̄α̇ + ϑ̄α̇. (32)

where ϑα, ϑ̄α̇ are Grassmann spinor parameters.

In suh a ontext, nothing ould be more natural than talking about a

supergauge. Superovariant derivatives that map super�elds to super�elds

are de�ned as

Dα =
∂

∂θα
+ iσµ

αα̇θ̄
α̇ ∂

∂xµ
; (33)

D̄
α̇ =

∂

∂θ̄α̇
+ iσ̄µα̇αθα

∂

∂xµ
. (34)

Conluding this brief summary, super�elds, while superspae funtions, an

be understood in terms of expansions in power series in θα and θ̄α̇

F
(

xµ, θα, θ̄α̇
)

= f(xµ) + θαφ (x
µ) + θ̄α̇ϕ̄ (xµ) + θαθαm (xµ)+

+θ̄α̇θ̄α̇n (x
µ)+σµθ̄α̇vµ (x

µ)+θαθαθ̄α̇λ̄ (x
µ)+θ̄α̇θ̄α̇θαψ (xµ)+θαθαθ̄α̇θ̄α̇d (x

µ) ,
(35)

with omponent �elds (f(xµ), φ (xµ) , ϕ̄ (xµ) ,m (xµ) ...), and having all

higher powers of θα, θ̄α̇ vanished.

Exerise 1.51 Prove that the ovariant derivatives Dα and D̄ α̇
antiom-

mute between themselves.
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II PART: GRAVITY

Super-

symmetry is

a beautiful

symmetry

between

bosons and

fermions,

although

there is no

evidene of it

in Nature.

This does

not mean

that it is not

present, but

that it must

be well

hidden

(Fayet,

1980).

Any osmologial theory is supported by the gravitation theory. Gravity

is the only relevant fore in the sale of galaxy lusters and beyond. The

gravitation theory an be onstruted in di�erent ways and this is still a

soure of puzzles for thoughtful men, mainly in disussions about quanti-

zation of gravity and uni�ation of all fores. In fat, there are three main

approahes to relativisti gravity theories:

� gravity is a property of spaetime itself, the geometry of urved spae-

time;

� gravity is a kind of matter within the spaetime (the relativisti �eld

theory in �at spaetime);

� gravity is the e�et of the diret interation between ponderable parti-

les.

No matter the hoie, it is important to look upon that up to now relativisti

gravity has been tested experimentally only in weak �eld approximation.

The notes that follow doument my studies on gravity under di�erent points

of view, whih the oniliation, if any, is in the future.

2.1 Paleogravity: from a bit of subversive physis X
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a Bose-Fermi symmetry referring to the spe-

trum of oupling energy among partiles; it is a devie that tries to ful�ll

a phenomenologial gap between the setors of spetrum related to ele-

troweak interations and GUT sale (from 102 Gev to 1016 Gev). The gap
results from the seond Higgs quantization, required in Weinberg-Salam,

foring the introdution of SUSY mehanisms to provide intermediary phy-

sis inside those limits. Suessive symmetry breaks are in part supplied by

graviti �elds that do not ouple (at least in thesis) with matter. Supergra-

vity (SUGRA) is the supersymmetry that ours in gravity. The smallest

theory of supergravity relates two types of �elds referring to the hypotheti-

al partiles graviton and gravitino. The relevane of supergravity to osmo-

logy is that it o�ers an e�etive �eld theory behind the expanding universe

and timedependent salar �elds.

Supersymmetry desribes fermions and bosons in a uni�ed way as part-

ners of supermultiplets. Suh multiplets neessarily have a deomposition

in terms of boson and fermion states of di�erent spins. So, the supergra-

vity multiplet onsists of the graviton and its superpartner, the gravitino
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(in fat, the gravitino multiplet ontains (1; 3/2) and (−3/2;−1), that is
a gravitino and a gauge boson; on the other hand, the graviton multiplet

inludes (3/2; 2) and (−2;−3/2), orresponding to the graviton and the

gravitino). Really the spin 2 graviton derives from the rank 2 of the metri

tensor gµν whih desribes the gravitational �eld. At �rst look, gravitino

ould have spin 5/2 as often as 3/2, but the advantage to hoose spin 3/2
is the absene of the goldstino in supersymmetry breaking theories.

In the model that shall follow, the reader should understand that the

terms �graviton� and �gravitino� speify merely the symmetries of the the-

ory and should not be seen as elementary partiles in the strit sense. My

approah on supergravity onsists in a lassial framework in the sense that

the �elds involved do not have, in priniple, probabilisti harater. As well

pointed Rovelli [38℄, the spatial and temporal features of the gravitational

�eld ome to be lost from the moment in whih one assumes a granular

struture of gravity and so the quantized dynamis of the �eld with its

probabilisti nature. Suh a loss would ertainly jeopardize any alternative

approah wishing to make use of the lassial oneption of spaetime, even

in the partiular ase of further quantization of the spaetime itself [46℄.

This approah is assoiated with the onept of G-losure

4

, a type of spae-

time bubble whose the internal side would be desribed by an adS spaetime

(O(3, 2) symmetry) dominated by gravitinos embedded into an external dS

spaetime dominated by gravitons. The supersymmetri exhange of mass

related to the pair graviton/gravitino takes plae at the juntion between

the two spaetimes.

The main restrition on the inlusion of the fourth interation in the

uni�ation proess is the fat that the e�ets of gravity result from a long

umulative proess on a large sale. This means that past seems to play

an important role in gravity. Still, it is well known that several physial

systems an be modeled using di�erentiable manifolds. In Lagrangian me-

hanis, for instane, the dynami equations of a system turn out to be the

Euler-Lagrange equations for a de�ned funtional on a given manifold. This

formulation is often supported by Riemannian manifolds, and we an see

the so familiar priniples of onservation as manifestations of invariane of

the Lagrangian density in fae of a group of smooth transformations, the

di�eomorphisms of the manifold. For a nonloal theory, to whih in prini-

ple it would not be appropriate to ensure the invariane of the Lagrangian

by introduing a ovariant derivative, it would be interesting to get a set of

di�eomorphisms that ould be deduted from the own system's dynamis,

4

The G-losure shall be seen below and was detailed in referene [46℄, but it an

be understood here as a bubble of inhomogeneity immersed in a FLRW homogeneous

spaetime.
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thus de�ning a proess of aquisition of mass over time onsistent with the

establishment of gravitational phenomena at large sale.

So, let us onsider a phenomenologial Lagrangian density exhibiting

a time-integral and something like a �border gauge� �eld mass-oupled to

gravitino

5

, suh as

L =M2|g〉〈
⌣

G〉∂τ 〈
⌣

G〉

∫

|g〉dτ + 1/3M2〈
⌣

G〉3 + i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r , (36)

where the kets mean that �elds are represented with the aid of a math

struture alled �gravitor�

6

. Gravitors are dual �olumn-objets� genera-

ted from the group S(γη) given by the 2× 2 matries γη
(

0 1
1 0

)

,

(

0 −i
i 0

)

,

(

1 0
0 −1

)

,

(

0 −1
−1 0

)

;

(

0 i
−i 0

)

,

(

−1 0
0 1

)

,

(

i 0
0 i

)

,

(

−i 0
0 −i

)

;

(

1 0
0 1

)

,

(

−1 0
0 −1

)

,

(

0 i
i 0

)

,

(

0 −i
−i 0

)

;

(

0 1
−1 0

)

,

(

0 −1
1 0

)

,

(

i 0
0 −i

)

,

(

−i 0
0 i

)

.

The above referred dual olumn-objets form the group

⋃

of the gravitors

with elements (±12, γη) and (±ıi2, γη). From
⋃

we are interested in the

subgroup

⋃

(ıi2) of the gravitors that an represent Wik-rotations from

one another under the adS Cli�ord subalgebra C
(γµ)
3,2 , so that we have in

gravitorial theory a duality symmetry

(

ıi2
γµ

)

→

(

γ−11 γ
−
12

γ−21 γ
−
22

)(

ıi2
γµ

)

(37)

for gravitinos, where γ−ab is the inverse matrix of γab, or,
(

12

γν

)

→

(

γ11 γ12
γ21 γ22

)(

12

γν

)

(38)

5

As the question is to desribe the in�uene of the past on a loal observation, it would

seem ontraditory to establish a ovariant derivative. So I set out from an integration

imposed on the Lagrangian, reversing the approah and making that a transformation

rule ould arise from the Lagrange equation itself. Although the disregard of inheritane

fators is in part onsequene of an exaggeration of simpli�ation, non-loality phobia in

quantum �eld theory is very related with the fear to lose Lorentz and gauge invariane,

both well preserved with loal variables.

6

In fat, there is another Lagrangian for the interation between gravitons and gra-

vitinos, but I will limit myself to just disuss the border gauge, suggesting to the reader

the referene for more details.
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for gravitons. Examples of resulting omponents for gravitons and graviti-

nos, aordingly this representation, are respetively:

Gµ =

[(

12

σ1

)

,

(

12

iσ2

)

,

(

12

iσ3

)

,

(

12

ıi2

)]

, (39)

gµ =

[(

ıi2
iσ1

)

,

(

ıi2
−σ2

)

,

(

ıi2
−σ3

)

,

(

ıi2
−12

)]

, (40)

where

12 =

(

1 0
0 1

)

, (41)

and

ıi2 =

(

i 0
0 i

)

, (42)

with the ustomary Pauli matries,

σ1 =

(

0 1
1 0

)

, σ2 =

(

0 −i
i 0

)

, σ3 =

(

1 0
0 −1

)

. (43)

Those gravitors were related by the ation of the subalgebra C
(γµ)
3,2 aording

to
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A peuliar thing about gravitors is that they are multiplied by eah other

via diret produt of their two matrix omponents, while the ation of

Cli�ord algebra is a normal matrix produt. So,

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

=

(

ıi2
σ3

)

⊛

(

ıi2
σ3

)

=

(

ıi2 × ıi2
σ3 × σ3

)

.

Now, a Lagrangian model that inludes a time integral on the gravitino �eld

as desribed above, I all �paleogravity�. I implemented this way beause

it is expeted that light gravitinos of mass . O(10)eV may ontribute

appreiably to the total matter of the universe, a�eting struture formation

sine early epohs to the present days [29℄. I suppose the states of graviton

are �mirrored� in states of gravitino, always in pairs, beneath adS Cli�ord

algebra

7

. The �elds 〈G| and |g〉, as oordinates of the whole system, are

related to gravitons and gravitinos respetively. The �eld 〈
⌣

G〉 is the gravitor
insription of the mass retained at the adS zone with M2

appearing due

to 〈
⌣

G〉 and its oupling to other �elds. The �eld

⌣

r is an auxiliary non-

oupled �eld de�ned at the juntion between the two spaetimes. Time

integrals applied denote strong interferene of system's history on loal �eld

inhomogeneities. From Euler equation applied to this Lagrangian density,

we get

d

dτ

{

M2|g〉〈
⌣

G〉

∫

|g〉dτ

}

−M2|g〉∂τ 〈
⌣

G〉

∫

|g〉dτ −M2〈
⌣

G〉2 = 0; (44)

〈
⌣

G〉 = |g〉2 + ∂τ |g〉

∫

|g〉dτ . (45)

In my theory, the �eld 〈
⌣

G〉 is in fat a transformation of the gravitino �eld

aording to non-loal ontributions. Therefore, one an use expression (45)

to impose an integro-di�erential onstraint on any �eld or set of �elds in

order to preserve Lagrangian symmetry. For the sake of brevity, we may

put 〈
⌣

G〉 = A′
and |g〉 = A without loss of generality, so that, for a given

manifold S, we have a di�eomorphism D written as

D(S) : A → D(S)(A) = A2 + ∂τA

∫

Adτ . (46)

7

The generators of supersymmetry are elements of the adS Cli�ord Algebra C3,2 and,

at the same time, elements of the orthogonal group O(3, 2) that represent Wik-rotations

when ating on gravitors. The reasons by whih I applied an adS Cli�ord algebra for

supergravity with gravitorial a�nors is that 1) Cli�ord algebras usually furnishes spino-

rial representations of rotation groups and 2) supergravity does not exist without anti-de

Sitter spae [30℄.
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It is interesting to make

A′ = A2 + ∂τA

∫

Adτ = A2 −
1

α2
(∂µA)

2 = (47)

= (A−
1

α
∂µA).(A +

1

α
∂µA), (48)

where α is a onstant. In fat, this transformation maps an objet into

another whose loality is arrested from far away in time. Sine we are dea-

ling with a di�eomorphism D : A → D(A), as the map D is invertible, we

expet to �nd a funtion A that preserves the invariane of the Lagrangian.

From the above imposition, we get a simple integro-di�erential equation

−
1

α2
(∂µA)

2 = ∂τA

∫

Adτ . (49)

The left-hand side is the spaelike (loal) remainder of �eld evolution, while

the right-hand side is the instantaneous �eld status under in�uene of the

�eld history (non-loal)

8

. Taking one spatial dimension solely, a solution is

A = Aei(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)

, (50)

where the olumn objet is one gravitorial representation of the gravitino

in adS Cli�ord algebra. This solution is nothing more than the �shadow�

gravitational wave assoiated to gravitino's polarization. Returning to my

�rst Lagrangian, if we assume (45) as a universal supersymmetri trans-

formation for gravity, any �eld A shall behave in this way. Them, after the

appropriate substitutions,

L =M2AA′∂τA
′

∫

Adτ + 1/3M2A′3 + i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r =

=M2A(A− 1/α∂µA).(A + 1/α∂µA)∂τ [(A− 1/α∂µA).(A + 1/α∂µA)] .

.

∫

Adτ+1/3M2 [(A− 1/α∂µA).(A + 1/α∂µA)]
3
+ i

⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r . (51)

Calulations lead to on�rm Lagrangian invariane

L =
7

3
M2A6e6i(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)6

+ i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r , (52)

8

This equality aims to ensure that the loal inhomogeneity in spae has roots in the

remote past.
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L
′ =

32

3
M2A6e6i(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)6

+ i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r . (53)

This shows that, at �rst, the presene of non-loal terms do not a�ets

Lagrangian symmetry properties. As the amplitude A has in general no

dimension, de �rst term is rigorously a mass term and the mass term di�e-

rene observed between L and L ′
is said a di�eomorphi mass di�erene.

The olumn term

(

ıi2
σ3

)6

is suh that

(

ıi2
σ3

)6

=

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

=

(

−12

12

)

. (54)

In addition, to understand the role of �eld

⌣

r , never is overmuh to

remind the ontent of Noether's theorem. For a system with Lagrangian

density of type L = L (Φ; Φ̇,∇Φ), a ontinuous symmetry of L generates

an equation of ontinuity

∂
∂τ ρ + ∇.j = 0, where ρ and j are funtionals

of Φ, Φ̇,∇Φ, so that Q =
∫

d3xρ(Φ; Φ̇,∇Φ) is a onstant of motion. As

pointed out by O'Raifeartaigh, �The Noether theorem gives the general

relationship between symmetries and onservation laws. [...℄ Thus to every

symmetry there orresponds a onserved quantity and onversely � [28℄. So,

from Noether's theorem applied to Lagrangian (36), onsidering a trans-

formation that requires only a displaement in time, there is a onservation

expression on the Hamiltonian

d

dτ





∂L

∂∂τ 〈
⌣

G〉

∂τ 〈
⌣

G〉 − L



 = 0. (55)

Thereby, from ∂τ 〈
⌣

G〉 we get

d

dτ

{

−1/3M2〈
⌣

G〉3 − i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r

}

= 0. (56)

Let us imagine, for simpliity, that the urrent term is negligible (the ampli-

tude of the urrent is very small) with respet to the self-interation mass

term. So,

i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r = −
1

3
M2〈

⌣

G〉3. (57)

The �eld

⌣

r is alled �juntion �eld� or ��ltrino�, beause it is de�ned at

the juntion of spaetimes adS and dS, and beause it seems to ��lter� the

mass of gravitino when it ollides with the internal side of the juntion.
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Now, the reader must understand that kets 〈 〉 are applied at the juntion

(symbolizing interation both on and o� the edge), while kets | 〉 are refer-
ring to ations oming from the inside out the juntion, and kets 〈 | related
to ations oming from outside inward the juntion. Assuming expression

(50), �eld 〈
⌣

G〉 gains the form

〈
⌣

G〉 = A2ei2(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

+Aiβei(αµ+βτ) A

iβ
ei(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

=

= 2A2ei2(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

. (58)

Aordingly,

i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r = −
1

3
M2〈

⌣

G〉3 = −
1

3
M28A6ei6(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)6

. (59)

The integration gives

⌣

r
2
= −

16

3i
M2 A

6

6βi
ei6(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)6

=
8

9

M2A6

β
ei6(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)6

; (60)

⌣

r =
1

3

√

8

β
MA3ei3(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)3

; (61)

⌣

r =
1

3

√

8

β
MA3ei3(αµ+βτ)

(

−ıi2
σ3

)

. (62)

We may note that

(

−ıi2
σ3

)

is in fat a Wik-rotation

9

of a graviton gravi-

torial representation given by

−









0

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 0
0 −1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1 0
0 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

0









(

12

iσ3

)

=

(

−ıi2
σ3

)

, (63)

9

Wik-rotations were applied in my theory after Nieuwenhuizen and Waldron[27℄,

whih have done the proposal of �a ontinuous Wik-rotation for Dira, Majorana and

Weyl spinors from Minkowski spaetime to Eulidean spae, whih treats fermions on

the same footing as bosons�, emphasizing that the study fouses the Wik-rotation of

the �eld theory itself.
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where the matrix ϑ3 =









0

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 0
0 −1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1 0
0 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

0









lives in adS Cli�ord algebra C3,2.

So,

⌣

r = −
1

3

√

8

β
MA3ei3(αµ+βτ)ϑ3

(

12

iσ3

)

. (64)

In short, I onlude that the proposed paleogravity Lagrangian density

provides:

1. an interpretation of the mediator �eld 〈
⌣

G〉 as a quadrati transformation

of the �eld |g〉; if this rule of transformation is applied to any �eld of

the form (50), Lagrangian symmetry is preserved.

2. an auxiliary �eld

⌣

r to desribe the mass-interhange mehanism at the

boundary of the G-losure, whih is internally adS and dominated by

gravitinos.

As an be seen, paleogravity is not a quantum representation but a meta-

framework reated on symmetries apable of produing a non-loal image

of gravity, desribed by lassial �elds easily linkable to general relativity.

Perhaps gravity is never made a quantum theory in terms of elementary

partiles, being gravitons and gravitinos only names that symbolize geome-

trodynamial symmetries . It was preisely this belief that led me to build

a quantum spaetime model as shall be seen below.

Exerise 2.11 Given the lagrangian,

L =M2|g〉〈
⌣

G〉∂τ 〈
⌣

G〉

∫

|g〉dτ + 1/3M2〈
⌣

G〉3 + i
⌣

r∂τ
⌣

r ,

and taking the oordinate-�eld

∫

|g〉dτ , �nd an expression for 〈
⌣

G〉, proving
that it is satis�ed for

〈
⌣

G〉 = A2ei2(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

+Aiβei(αµ+βτ) A

iβ
ei(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

=

= 2A2ei2(αµ+βτ)

(

ıi2
σ3

)2

. (65)

Hint: apply Euler equation for

∫

|g〉dτ .
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2.2 Gravity as a gauge theory

In the ontext of GR, if we think about rigid motions in spaetime, we see

that these motions are in fat gauge transformations, as it an be on�rmed

by the parallel transport of a vetor given from Christo�el onnetion, say

dvα = −vµΓα
µσdv

σ
(66)

or

dvµ = vαΓ
α
µσdv

σ. (67)

From here, one that the salar produt of two vetors at the same point is

u.v = gµνu
µvν ∴ (68)

v.v = gµνv
µvν = |v|

2
= (vν , v

ν) (squared length), (69)

it is simple to verify that the length of a vetor is invariant under parallel

transport, that is,

d |v|
2
= d (vν , v

ν)

= dvνv
ν + vνdv

ν

= vαΓ
α
µσdv

µvσ − vνv
µΓ ν

µαdv
α = 0.

Now, paying attention to some notation adjustments, we an express global

spaetime transformations as

x′µ = χµ
νx

ν + aµ (orresponding to Lorenz plus translations). (70)

Aordingly previous explanation, loal implementation, however, requires

at eah point of spaetime

x′µ = χµ
ν (x)x

ν + aµ(x), (71)

that is,

dx′µ = χµ
ν (x)dx

ν . (72)

The invariane of the geodesi ar element (or the oordinate invariane of

derivatives) is gained by the introdution of a new metri tensor �eld

ds2 = gµν(x)dx
µdxν = g′µν(x)dx

′µdx′ν , (73)

whih transforms in aordane to

g′γη(x
′) = χ−1µ

γ (x)gµν(x)χ
−1ν
η (x). (74)

To preserve the homogeneity of tensor transformations, the ovariant deri-

vative must obey

DµA
α → D′

µA
α = χν

µχ
α
βDνA

β . (75)
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This ondition may be ahieved by

DµA
α = ∂µA

α + Γα
µσA

σ, (76)

with the onnetion

Γα
µσ =

1

2
gαρ [∂µgσρ + ∂σgµρ − ∂ρgµσ] . (77)

Despite all this, the gauge of gravitation is entirely based on the geometri

onept of the gravitational �eld, whih derives diretly from the spaetime

struture, unlike the other physial �elds.

Exerise 2.21 Prove that for a hange of oordinates, from primed to un-

primed, the simple partial derivative yields to a non-homogeneous tensorial

transformation.

2.3 Teleparalell gravity in its fundamentals

Within the ontext of gauge theories, it should be mentioned the telepa-

rallel gravity relating to the translation group. In this theory, eah point

of spaetime arries an assoiated Minkowski tangent spae over whih the

translation group � the gauge group as suh � ats. The ruial gauge

�eld is the translational potential Ba
µ whih takes values in the orrespon-

ding Lie algebra Bµ = Ba
µ∂a, where ∂a is the generator of the in�nitesimal

translations. The anholonomi indie a omes from the Minkowski metri

assumed, that is, ηab = (+1,−1,−1,−1). The most important feature of

this model is the introdution of a vierbein (or tetrad) �eld that an be

applied to de�ne the linear Weitzenbök onnetion . This onnetion pre-

sents torsion, not urvature. In teleparallelism, torsion aounts for gravity

in a mehanisti way, going in the opposite diretion to that of GR.

Under a loal in�nitesimal translation of the tangent spae oordinates,

say ǫa, the gauge �eld trasnforms as

B′a
µ = Ba

µ − ∂µǫ
a. (78)

Vierbein �eld haµ then rises aording to

haµ = ∂µx
a +Ba

µ. (79)

Given the above tetrad, whih represents four linearly independent �elds

built by the mapping from tangent spae to Minkowski spae, we may write

the Weitzenbök torsion onnetion

Γ ρ(W )
µν = hρa∂νh

a
µ, (80)
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with no urvature. Torsion tensor is written as

T ρ
νµ = Γ ρ(W )

µν − Γ ρ(W )
νµ = hρa

(

∂νh
a
µ − ∂µh

a
ν

)

, (81)

from whih we get the �eld strength (the torsion written in the tetrad basis)

F a
νµ = haρT

ρ
νµ. (82)

Then, torsion is the �eld strength of the translational group . Physiists

have studied teleparallel gravity with greater interest from the beginning of

this entury with eyes towards quantization of the fourth interation, but

non-zero torsion-based gravity has several open issues; for instane, blak-

holes are found to have di�erent behavior aording to urvature and torsion

analysis. My opinion, whih in fat is not only mine, is that in the urrent

state of knowledge in whih we are, to take a model of gravity based on

torsion or urvature is merely a matter of personal preferenes. Partiularly,

the introdution of onnetions with torsion and no urvature seems to be

inappropriate to modeling spaetime evolution from timelike or spaelike

paths, sine in the teleparallel equivalent of GR there are no geodesis at

all, but fore equations. Although this might seem very attrative, there

is something of a throwbak to the old mehanial design, espeially the

lassial idea of fore. I believe that we are not looking for a nostalgi view

but a really new physis. Gauge

theories give

a unique

possibility of

desribing,

in the

framework of

quantum

�eld theory,

the

phenomenon

of

asymptoti

freedom

(Faddeev and

Slavnov,

1980).

2.4 The gauge in Lyra's geometry

Many works appeared on osmology with Lyra's geometry from authors

as Reddy and Innaiah [33℄, Reddy and Venkateswarlu [34℄, both in the

eighties, and more reently Shhigolev [47℄. Shhigolev even says that �[...℄

Lyra's geometry an be onsidered as the andidate for modi�ation of

the ontemporary osmologial models, the neessity of whih is almost

generally reognized� [47℄.

As Lyra himself said [22℄, �[...℄Es besteht eine so nahe innere Verwandts-

haft des hier gegebenen Aufbaus der In�nitesimalgeometrie mit demjenigen

Weyls aus dem Jahre 1918, daÿ man ebensogut von einer Modi�kation der

Weylshen Geometrie sprehen könnte� (There is suh a lose inner relati-

onship of the in�nitesimal struture given here with that from Weyl (1918)

that one ould just speak of a modi�ation of Weyl's geometry)

10

. Thus,

Lyra's geometry is a generalization of Riemannian geometry

11

� initially

10

Translated from German by the author.

11

The reader an expand their skills in Riemannian geometry, for example, with refe-

rene [42℄.
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taken in a manifold not endowed of a metri � with a positive de�nite

funtion, the salar �eld χ(xk) for sale hanges, in whih the referene

system is de�ned not only by the oordinates but also by inluding that

salar �eld, that is, the gauge funtion χ(xk) [22℄12, so that the Levi-Civita-
Christofell onnetion is χ−1

-gauged and added of a negative term referring

to the vetor displaement of a given parallel transport between two neigh-

boring points. Therefore, a hange in referene system is in fat a hange

of oordinates and a gauge transformation, all at one.

A tensor metri gµσ is subsequently introdued, and the new asymmetri

onnetion is given by

†Γα
µσ = χ−1Γα

µσ −
1

2

(

δαµφσ + δασφµ − gµσφ
α
)

, (83)

where

†Γα
µσ is symmetri in only the lower indies, Γα

µσ is the usual onne-

tion

13

, and φσ is the displaement vetor �eld. The geodeti ar element

in Lyra's manifold has the form

ds2 = χ2gµσdx
µdxσ , (84)

and the hange from a referene frame

(

χ, xi
)

to

(

χ′, x′i
)

is obtained doing

χ′ = χ
(

χ, xk
)

, x′i = xi
(

xk
)

. (85)

It is important to add that the Jaobian obeys

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂x′i

∂xk

∣

∣

∣

∣

6= 0

12

In words from Lyra: �[...℄Dabei wird der Eihbegri� niht mehr als Festlegung von

Längeneinheiten verstanden, sondern shon im strukturlosen Raum als ein mit dem

Koordinatensystem gleihberehtigter Bestandteil des Bezugssystems eingeführt� (Here,

the alibration term is no longer understood as establishing length units, but introdued

already in the strutureless spae on an equal footing with the oordinate system part

of the referene system). Translated from German by the author.

13

Whenever possible, it is desirable to re�et upon the preise meaning of the objets

under study. Weaving formal onsiderations on the struture of Riemannian manifolds,

Weitzenbök [53℄ summarized his onlusions by saying the following : �[...℄die Funti-

onen Γ
ρ
µν de�nieren die "in�nitesimale Parallelvershiebung" der Vektoren (und damit

auh die von Tensoren höherer Stufe), oder auh: die Funktionen Γ
ρ
µν de�nieren den

"a�nen Zusammenhang" der Mannigfaltigkeit� ([...℄ funtion Γ
ρ
µν de�nes the "in�nite-

simal parallel displaement" of the vetors (and thus also of tensors of higher order),

or else funtion Γ
ρ
µν de�nes the "a�ne relation" of the manifoldness). Translated from

German by the author. Thus, Weitzenbök understands funtion Γ
ρ
µν as the analytial

representation of the strutural geometrial essene of a Riemannian manifold, ultima-

tely its "holonomyness" rephrased in operational desription enoded by an algorithm

of parallel transport .
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and

∂χ′

∂χ
6= 0.

Lyra's geometry has the fundamental property that the length of a vetor

in parallel transport does not hange, in ontrast with Weyl's geometry.

2.5 The quantum spaetime in Lyra's geometry X
Reently, fousing some exoti e�ets in the interation of two supermas-

sive bodies, I proposed a new approah on quantum gravity in whih it

is onsidered � having in mind that any region in spae is ontinually

being expanded (or ompressed), so that there are no rigid strutures at

all

14

� a metri in singularity funtions , making it possible to analyze

any in�nitesimal timelike element of a geodesi in a gravitational singu-

larity with no vanishing of spae omponents of the metri tensor, but

nulling the partiipation of spae in the geodesi path simply hoosing a

value of the spaelike x-variable for the in�nitesimal element in Maauley

kets , d 〈x− ε〉
2
α, with the restrition x < εα [46℄. Aordingly, the spae

still exists in the singularity, however, as it was �frozen�. This means that

the geometry of spaetime �utuates (or undergoes exitations) over �non-

spae�, apart from the trivial ase of the gµσ = 0 solution [44℄. Suh a

work refers to a phenomenologial theory onerning a possible e�et of

time mahine between two massive bodies interating with one another.

Unfortunately, urrent ritiism on physis often laks of onsiderations on

oneptual and semanti strutures. One the work was based on a pro-

position about the behavior of a blak-hole binary system, I would like to

larify the term �proposition�, sine proposition is only a sentene that an

be true or false, a statement to be proved, explained, or disussed

15

. In

the referred work, it is about a lawlike statement depending obviously of

further observational orroboration. Either in math or physis, the meaning

of �proposition� is basially the same, di�ering only in the essene of the

veri�ation proess. From Bunge's analysis of spei� lawlike statements

(LLS), I brie�y onlude that the proposition enuniated in referene [46℄

is

14

In fat, it is quite omfortable to take on this premise, even if one onsider simple

thought experiments in speial relativity, sine in a perfetly rigid objet the speed of

sound would be in�nite, ontraditing the priniple that the highest speed is the speed

of light.

15

This disussion with eminent olleagues physiists from Bulgaria was partiularly

important for advaning the work in question.
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1. Regarding their referents � property-referent LLS: proposition re-

ferring to onstant relations among seleted aspets of fats or properties

of entities.

2. Regarding its preision� prediate-impreise LLS: proposition on-

taining oarse prediates, like �strong�, whih lak extensional and/or

intensional preision.

3. Regarding its struture of prediates � existential LLS: limited

sope proposition involving two or more atomi prediates.

There are several other items of propositional lassi�ation in Bunge's work

, but these three seem su�ient (the reader must aquaint himself with that

proposition in the given referene). The phenomenologial model presented

at Plank sale brings the advantage of establishing some reasonable physi-

al preditions about the spaetime behavior under the intense gravitational

ompression of two supermassive bodies, and introdues an original way to

math quantum spaetime with quantum Riemannian metri in aordane

with Einstein's �eld equations . I wish I ould present a more extensive dis-

ussion, onfronting various theories. However, even if there was spae in

these notes, this would be an impossible task, sine the neessary avai-

lability for that is beyond my possibilities at the moment. Therefore, I

want to emphasize only my investigations to make ompatible with GR

the Plankian dimensions of ertain gravitational singularities where the

shortdistane quantum nature of spaetime beomes relevant.

From the above senario, sine no e�etive displaement ours, �eld

beomes stati in spae, so that the onnetion

Γα
00 =

1

2
gαρ (∂0gρ0 + ∂0g0ρ − ∂ρg00) (86)

redues to

Γα
00 =

1

2
gαρ (∂0gρ0 + ∂0g0ρ) , (87)

in whih

∂0gρ0 =
∂gρ0

∂ 〈t− ε0〉
=

∂gρ0
∂ 〈x− ε〉0

;

∂ρg00 =
∂g00

∂ 〈x− ερ〉
=

∂g00
∂ 〈x− ε〉ρ

.

The quantum spaetime was mathed with quantum Riemannian metri in

order to obtain the orrelation funtion

〈0| gµσd〈x− ε〉µd〈x− ε〉σ |0〉 = −d〈x− ε〉
2
0. (88)

Although it has been produed a ertain number of works applying Lyra's

geometry , very little e�etively was gained so far, exept, perhaps, the
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interpretation related to the osmologial onstant as I shall disuss be-

low. Nevertheless, the searh for a suitable physis to desribe gravitational

singularities led me to a omplex geometry resulting from a ombination

of Lyra's geometry with the geometry of singularity funtions desribed in

[44℄. Using Lyra's geometry, the gauged onnetion gets the general form

(83), whih restrited to timelike singularity oordinates gives

†Γα
00 =

1

2
χ−1gαρ (∂0gρ0 + ∂0g0ρ)−

1

2
(δα0 φ0 + δα0 φ0) , (89)

with

φ0 = φ0 = β〈t−ε0〉
16

(90)

φα = φα = φ〈x−ε〉
α
, (91)

and

φ〈x−ε〉
α
= 0

for x < εα.
The argument that the indies simplify the formalism is really a sam.

Therefore, unlike the literature in general, we shall make a areful explana-

tion of the meaning of these expressions. As stated, Γα
µσ is symmetri only

in lower indies, whih means that "α" does not ommute, in general, with

indies "µ" and "σ", appearing as supersript symbolizing ontravariane,

i.e., in�nitesimal displaement. Also, in aordane with previous deduti-

ons that led to the geodesi equation in singularity funtions [44℄, indies

"µ" and "σ" were taken as time-labels while "α" and "ρ" beame spae-

labels ("ρ" replaes "α" to haraterize the metri tensor omponent as a

funtion of time and spae in partial derivatives, but this is done without

any loss of generality). Thus, aording to the seond term in the right-hand

side of expression (89), those in�nitesimal displaements run over time, on

the temporal omponent of the vetor �eld, in the spatial diretions "α" of
this �eld. However, as there is no spatial displaement (see properties of

singularity funtions, taking are not to onfuse "spatial diretion" with

"spatial displaement"), the spatial omponents of the displaement vetor

�eld anel out, thus leaving the expression (89).

16

In my previous work [46℄, the adoption of singularity funtions aimed to allow dis-

regard the partiipation of spae in the alulation of the invariant ommoving timelike

element, with no need to guess lak of spae. Thus, timelike geodesis are determined

by appliation of the properties of Maauley kets on their spae parts, sine the usual

di�erential oordinates were replaed by di�erentials of intervals. Thus,

φµ =
(

β〈t−ε〉
0
, 〈x− ε〉

1
, 〈x− ε〉

2
, 〈x− ε〉

3

)

→ (β, 0, 0, 0)

for xµ < εµ .
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The parallel transfer of a vetor ω in Lyra's geometry is given by

δωα = −

(

†Γα
µσ −

1

2
δαµφσ

)

ωµχdxσ. (92)

If one assumes the natural gauge (χ = 1), the vetor length is not hanged

under parallel transfer.

In its general form, the geodesi is now desribed by

χ
d2〈x− ε〉α

dτ2
+ †Γα

µσ

χd〈x− ε〉µ
dτ

χd〈x− ε〉σ
dτ

= 0; (93)

d2〈x− ε〉α
dτ2

+

[

χ−1Γα
µσ −

1

2

(

δαµφσ + δασφµ − gµσφ
α
)

]

×
d〈x− ε〉µ

dτ
χ
d〈x− ε〉σ

dτ
= 0; (94)

d2〈x− ε〉α
dτ2

+ Γα
µσ

d〈x− ε〉µ
dτ

d〈x− ε〉σ
dτ

−
χ

2

(

δαµφσ + δασφµ − gµσφ
α
) d〈x− ε〉µ

dτ

d〈x− ε〉σ
dτ

= 0. (95)

Lastly, for timelike geodesis in singularity representation,

d2〈x− ε〉α
dτ2

+Γα
00

d〈x− ε〉0
dτ

d〈x− ε〉0
dτ

−
χ

2
(δα0 φ0 + δα0 φ0)

d〈x− ε〉0
dτ

d〈x− ε〉0
dτ

= 0. (96)

An obvious advantage of Lyra's geometry is that under the new onnetion

a vetor length is unhanged after a parallel transfer, whih is physially

appropriate, espeially in the ase of displaements only in time, whose

omprehension is far from trivial. Also, as yet we'll see below, Lyra's ge-

ometry has raised new interpretations to the osmologial onstant from

Einstein's equations .

We onsider, for instane, the FLRW bakground. As we know, Eins-

tein's �eld equation in Lyra geometry is

Gµσ +
3

2
φµφσ −

3

4
δµσφ

αφα = −κTµσ, (97)

whih gives

G00 +
3

2
φ0φ0 −

3

4
δ00φ

0φ0 = −κT00; (98)

G11 +
3

2
φ1φ1 −

3

4
δ11φ

1φ1 = −κT11; (99)
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G22 +
3

2
φ2φ2 −

3

4
δ22φ

2φ2 = −κT22; (100)

G33 +
3

2
φ3φ3 −

3

4
δ33φ

3φ3 = −κT33. (101)

Restrited to timelike geodesis, as in the quantum theory of spaetime

presented in [46℄, we stay with

G00 +
3

2
φ0φ0 −

3

4
δ00φ

0φ0 = −κT00. (102)

From this, the Friedmann-like �eld equation is written as

G00 +
3

4
δ00β

2 = −κT00, (103)

or

−G00 −
3

4
δ00β

2 = κT00. (104)

Sine we have

−G00 =
3k

R2
+ 3

(

Ṙ

R

)2

, (105)

them

3

(

Ṙ

R

)2

+
3k

R2
−

3

4
β2
〈t−ε〉

0

= κρ〈t−ε〉
0
,

(

Ṙ

R

)2

+
k

R2
−

1

4
β2
〈t−ε〉

0

=
8πG

3
ρ〈t−ε〉

0
. (106)

All the letters designate the well known quantities of GR and osmology,

unless otherwise indiated. Nowadays, many authors understand the ons-

tant displaement vetor �eld in Lyra formalism with the same physial

role as the osmologial onstant in the standard GR. In this sense, we an

say that the osmologial onstant naturally results from the introdution

of the Lyra gauge. Therefore, it is expeted the new gauge ould re�et the

harateristis of the osmologial onstant term, that is

φ1φ1 = φ2φ2 = φ3φ3. (107)
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The meaning of the parallel transfer of a time interval

Timelike geodesis are treated with a bit of ommon sense even if one

understands that it is in a oneptual level very far from a naive physial

framework. This is so beause time in GR is not the time of loks but an

evolutionary variable, and it is di�ult to us to disard old arhetypes like

rules and loks.

Whenever we seek a new physis to give aount for an almost impene-

trable phenomenon we try to �nd the invariants of the theory, the referents

that make possible to get some knowledge about, and this searh unwittin-

gly drags us again to the lassial measuring tools for thought experiments.

From my point of view, the most interesting thing about the introdution

of Lyra's gauge is the feasibility of the desription of a notional parallel

transfer in time without hanging the duration, regardless of the spatial

diretion. This is an invariant useful to desribe one of the quantum faes

of gravity.

As we have seen brie�y, physiists try to interpret the real meaning

of Lyra's extra-displaement terms in Einstein's equations giving to them

the role of osmologial onstant. Nevertheless, in my approah we have

to return to Lyra's geometry disussing what is a time parallel transfer of

a time interval in a ertain diretion. I remember that spae is �frozen�

in the singularity representation of a timelike geodesi; there is no spae

displaement. Therefore, in the natural gauge a time parallel transfer of

a time interval is in fat a projetion of this time interval in one spae

diretion targeting another virtual geodesi path in whih spae oordinates

would be also treated by singularity funtions. This is a way to say that,

under the same onditions, we have the same behavior of nature. In my

work, these onditions feature the so-alled G-losure

17

. Importantly, this

geometri review in no way preludes the representation of the osmologial

onstant; rather, it emphasizes the invariane of the duration under parallel

transport, thus haraterizing a onstany of nature.

17

In setion 2.1, I argued for a G-losure in a semilassial approah where it was

supposed the existene of gravity superpartners. Now, the situation is very di�erent,

sine there are no superpartners but quanta of spaetime.
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III PART: COSMOLOGY

...if the variety of things we pereive in this

extraordinarily varied world ould be desribed

in a single equation, the path that we would take from

that equation to the things we pereive should be terribly

long and quite di�ult to follow.

Hermann Bondi

3 The standard model and its sourge

From the many objetions that have been made to the standard model, we

shall omment only some of the most relevant. As one told Rayhaudhuri,

�[...℄ if standard osmology were ompletely suessful, there would hardly

be any need to explore other models of the universe, exept perhaps for

mathematial rereation� [32℄

18

. Behind this observation is the fat that

isotropy herewith homogeneity are aepted so to say ad ho, sine there

is no solid empirial basis to ensure both. Tolman already warned that we

should not radialize a belief in a homogeneous universe, hinting the limi-

tations arising from our observational ondition [49℄. Usually it is aepted

the osmi bakground radiation as an indisputable indiator of a Big-Bang

and an isotropi universe in its own origin. However, speulations about the

existene of strong magneti �elds in the early stages of the universe not

only ontradit the isotropi model, but severely a�et the urrent onep-

tion of the meaning of the osmi bakground radiation.

A great paradox emerges from the adopted metri in the standard mo-

del. Let us begin with the urrent ansatz

ds2 = ±dt2 ∓
R2

(

1 + kr2

4

)2

(

dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdϕ2
)

, k = 0,+1,−1,

(108)

with R (an arbitrary funtion of time t) obeying Einstein's �eld equations

(

Ṙ

R

)2

=
8πG

3
ρ(t) (109)

and

ρ̇(t) + 4ρ(t)
Ṙ

R
= 0 (110)

18

In fat, Rayhaudhuri's initial motivation was restrited to a universe represented

by a time�dependent geometry with no assumptions of homogeneity or isotropy.
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for the early times, when the universe was dominated by radiation, being

ρ the energy density of the matter. In suh irumstanes, we may put the

seond equation as

4ρ(t)Ṙ = −ρ̇(t)R; (111)

4Ṙ

R
= −

ρ̇(t)

ρ(t)
. (112)

To solve this equation we assume exponential funtions as

R =Meγt; Ṙ = γMeγt;

ρ = Neλt; ρ̇(t) = λNeλt,

where M and N are onstants. This provides

4γMeγt

Meγt
= −

λNeλt

Neλt
; (113)

4γ = −λ ∴ γ = −
λ

4
. (114)

Now, we an write

ρR4 = const. = C1. (115)

Returning to the �rst Einstein's equation, we substitute last result and gain

(

Ṙ
)2

=
8π

3

C1

R2
; (116)

Ṙ =

√

8πC1

3

1

R
;

RdR = C2dt;

R2 = 2C2t;

R = C3t
1/2. (117)

From the above metri, it is simple to see that for any signal we must have

dt2 −
R2dr2

(

1 + kr2

4

)2 ≥ 0,

whih implies

r
∫

0

dr
(

1 + kr2

4

) ≤

t
∫

0

dt

R
.

With R ∼ t1/2 in the ultrarelativisti state, the integral on the right side of

the inequality onverges, whih means that, at any time t, ommuniation
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an our only up to a �nite distane, a fat that on�gures a horizon

and features a on�it with the observed isotropy of the osmi mirowave

bakground.

These and other questions make us wonder why there were settled so

many barriers against the study of inhomogeneous osmologies. As well

wrote de Vauouleurs, �[...℄ With few exeptions, modern osmology the-

ories are variations of homogeneous and isotropi models of general relati-

vity. Other theories are ommonly referred to as "heterodox", probably a

warning for students against the heresy� [52℄.

3.1 Anisotropi and inhomogeneous osmologies

In a homogeneous universe, the isotropy at a point implies isotropy in

all points (being isotropy the property by whih the universe looks like

the same in all spatial diretions, that is, all diretions are equal). To

avoid onfusion, homogeneity and isotropy does not neessarily imply one

another. Anisotropi osmologial solutions may originate from inhomoge-

neous models like Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi osmology, Szekeres osmology

and Stephani osmology, or from ompletely homogeneous models like Gö-

del's osmology. These notes shall give emphasis on the �rst and third ases

in order to exploring the most relevant aspets of inhomogeneous osmolo-

gies.

Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi Cosmology X
At small length sales there where observed deviations from the postulated

homogeneity of the universe at large sales, a fat that imposes 1) - the need

to investigate whether the aelerated osmologial expansion is real, that

is, whether the aeleration is not an e�et of the inhomogeneity, and 2) -

the neessity to look for the length sale from whih the universe beomes

homogeneous, if indeed it is.

Among several inhomogeneous osmologial models, the Lemaître-

Tolman-Bondi (LTB) model � the simplest and perhaps the only pra-

tiable in fat � has been applied with some interesting results as an al-

ternative to explain the universe without osmologial onstant at sales

O(10)h−1Mpc or even larger. The LTB metri under the assumption of

spherial symmetry in simultaneously synhronous and ommoving frame

an be read as a branh of solutions of the equation,

ds2 = −dt2 + b2 (r, t) dr2 +R (r, t)
2 (
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)

(118)
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that desribes an inhomogeneous ollapse of dust or, whih omes to be the

same, its time reversal. These solutions are given by,

b2 =
R′ (r, t)

2

1 + f (r)
, (119)

where the funtion f(r) an be thought as a spatial urvature parameter

and is one of the three lassial LTB arbitrary funtions, and R is the

angular diameter distane.

In spite of the hallenges it faes and the objetions faed to its major

presuppositions, whih one expets from a LTB model is its simultaneous

and reasonable agreement with data from osmi mirowave bakground

(CMB), from type Ia supernova, from struture formation and so forth.

For example, Alnes et al. (2006) showed that a LTB region whih redues

to an Einstein-de Sitter osmology at a radius of 1.4Gpc an math both

the supernova data and the loation of the �rst aousti peak in the CMB

[2℄.

Lastly, the phenomenon of weak gravitational lensing wins major expres-

sion as a result of inhomogeneities. I developed, in perturbative ontext, a

formalism for the refrative index in the LTB metri, apable to aid future

measurements of the degree of inhomogeneity for di�erent redshifts [45℄.

That refrative index is given by

n̄ =
1

C̄

√

g22
g11

e
−ω(t)

∫

√

ε11/2ε44
R(r, t)

dr
, (120)

where ε is a small perturbation in the metri g, C̄ is a onstant of integra-

tion, and ω(t) is a funtion to be determined. The physial interpretation

of this equality is that the null geodesi in the representation LTB adopted

here is entirely determined by the salar funtion n̄, sine it inludes all

relevant geometri information about the de�etion of the light beam. As

expeted, the perturbation in the metri also ontributes to the refrative

index, hene, for the de�etion.

LTB in 5D

Following the LTB formalism, for an inhomogeneous loud of dust, spheri-

ally symmetri, desribed in a �ve-dimensional spaetime, we would have

the line element given by

ds2 =
R′(r, t)2dr2

1 + f
+R(r, t)2

[

dχ2 + sin2 χ
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)]

− dt2, (121)
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where (t, r, χ, θ, φ) are synhronous-omoving oordinates and f is the usual
arbitrary funtion of omoving oordinate r. Coordinate χ is the �fth di-

mension implemented in trigonometri representation. Funtion R(r, t) re-
mains solution of the �rst independent �eld equation

Ṙ2 =
M(r)

R2
+ f(r). (122)

Both arbitrary funtions f(r) and M(r) result of the integration of

�eld equation. Einstein's equations in �ve dimensions take the form

⌣

Gµν = −8πG5

⌣

Tµν , whose non-zero omponents are

⌣

G00 = 3
(−2R(r, t)Ṙ(r, t)Ṙ′(r, t)− 2R′(r, t)Ṙ(r, t)2 +R(r, t)f ′ + 2R′(r, t)f)

2R(r, t)2R′(r, t)
,

(123)

⌣

G11 = R′(r, t)2
(3R(r, t)R̈(r, t) + 3Ṙ(r, t)2 − 3f)

R(r, t)2(1 + f)
, (124)

⌣

G22 = R′(r, t)−1(2R(r, t)∂rR̈(r, t)R
′(r, t) + 2R(r, t)Ṙ(r, t)Ṙ′(r, t)−

−R(r, t)f ′ +R′(r, t)Ṙ(r, t)2 −R′(r, t)f +R(r, t)2R̈′(r, t)),
(125)

⌣

G33 = sin2 χ
⌣

G22, (126)

⌣

G44 = sin2 θ
⌣

G33. (127)

There is very few evidene of produtive appliability of metris with more

than four dimensions onneted to observational data in osmology. From

a mathematial point of view, however, it is possible to desribe a LTB a-

vity by means of a 5D metri embedded in a 4D friedmannian bakground.

The idea is to assume that the inhomogeneity arries in the �fth dimen-

sion information able to provide it with a symmetry suh that its struture

remains irreduible to FLRW unless at the juntion between the FLRW

bakground and the LTB avity. Here it is worth to make a brief disussion

of osmologial symmetries. The symmetries of spaetime, or their isome-

tries, onstitute a group for whih a) the identity is an isometry, b) the

inverse of an isometry is a isometry, and ) the omposition of two iso-

metries is an isometry. We de�ne the orbit of a point p as the set of all

points for whih p an be moved by the ation of translative isometries of

spae. The orbits are neessarily homogeneous, i.e., all physial quantities

are the same at every point. One an invariant manifold is a set of points

mappable in themselves by the isometry group, the orbits are neessarily

invariant manifolds. The freedom of translation in a given spae (or trans-

fer dimension) is generally denoted by the letter "s", being assumed s ≤ n,
where n is the number of spae dimensions. An important subgroup of the
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isometry group, whose dimension may be onsidered in eah p, is the iso-
tropy group, i.e., the group of isometries that leave p �xed (rotations). In

general, the dimension number of a rotation spae is represented by the

letter "q" being established that q ≤ 1/2n(n− 1), where n is again the

number of spae dimensions. Thus, the dimension D of the isometry group

of a given spae is D = s+q (translations + rotations). In fat, ontinuous

isometries are generated by the Lie algebra of Killing vetors. The ation

group is haraterized by the nature of its orbit in the spae in question.

For a osmologial model, due to the spaetime four-dimensionality, the

possible orbital dimensionalities are s = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. The isometry group

featuring LTB models in 4D is the Gs+q = G3 or G (2, 1), isomorphi to the

pseudo-orthogonal real speial group s + q, SO(2, 1). Eah LTB model is

haraterized by a two-dimensional surfae of spherial symmetry s = 2; all
observations made anywhere on the surfae are rotationally symmetrial

around a privileged spae diretion: q = 1; therefore, DLTB4D = 2 + 1 =
3. However, the implementation of a �fth angular dimension orresponds

to the introdution of an extra degree of translational freedom p = 1,
where DLTB5D = s + p + q = 2 + 1 + 1 = 4. Therefore, an LTB model in

5D, as stated above, requires a group of isometry G 4, isomorphi to the

orthogonal singular group s + p + q, SO(2, 1, 1) orresponding to the Lie

inhomogeneous algebra so(2, 1, 1).
Thus, from the above disussed, we onlude that, out of the juntion,

the only way to obtain a LTB 4D metri reduible to FLRW would be by

an unknown mehanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking ‖ Q ‖, suh
that ‖ Q ‖ SO(2, 1, 1) −→ G3

19

. This study was based on the belief that

the universe evolves preserving material symmetry between homogeneous

and inhomogeneous regions. That symmetry ould only be broken by still

unknown spontaneous mehanisms.

Stephani osmology X
Another alternative to ΛCDMmodeling is the so-alled Stephani osmology,

with its exoti and irrotational perfet �uid driving the exat solution of

Einstein's equations [20℄. This osmology and their subases do not admit

in general a barotropi equation of state, a fat that probably in�uened the

poor literature in the subjet. An atypial and interesting work, however,

ame from Tupper, Marais and Helayël, where these authors show that the

Stephani exat solution of Einstein's equations steered by that perfet �uid

19

The unique situation that is physially and learly need to �nd a LTB 4D metri re-

duible to FLRW ours at the juntions, where the manifold has to be four-dimensional.
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is ompatible with an unommon �veloity� linear k-essene [50℄. A urious

observation of these authors is on the 5-vetor potential AM from whih

the expression AMA
M = [A •A](5) is assumed at the unitary gauge limit of

[

A(θ) •A(θ)
](5)

(with A
(θ)
M mapped on AM + ∂Mθ), thus not ompromising

gauge invariane. Howsoever, having in mind that barotropi equations of

state might be too restritive, some authors have engaged in the searh for

something like a �thermodynami sheme� [7℄ from the energy-momentum

of a perfet �uid T ab = (ρ+ p)uaub + pgab, where ρ, p and and ua are

respetively the matter-energy density, pressure and 4-veloity. Although

this approah is quite interesting, it is beyond the sope of present notes.

Stelmah and Jakaka produed a fairly omprehensive paper on no-

nhomogeneity of the universe driven its aeleration under a Stephani os-

mology [48℄. However, the formalism adopted is not very friendly to our

purposes, so that we shall hoose the formalism presented by Hashemi et

al. [14℄. So, the metri is given by

ds2 = −D2dt2 + V 2
[

dr2 + f2
(

dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)]

, (128)

with

D =
1 + F 2 (K −RK,R)

1 +KF 2
(129)

and

V =
R

1 +KF 2
. (130)

In these expressions,K(t) is the urvature parameter,R(t) is the sale fator
and K,R = K,t/R,t = dK/dR; funtions f(r), F (r) are de�ned aordingly

three possibilities:

1. f = r, F = r/2;
2. f = sin r, F = sin (r/2) ;
3. f = sinh r, F = sinh (r/2) .

Also it is assumed the energy-momentum tensor expressed above. What is

very interesting here is the transformation that relates the radial oordinate

r to the Stephani radial oordinate, say

r =

∫

dr̃

1 + k0r̃2/4
, (131)

for k0 = 0,±1. Setting the ansatz (128) ombined with the perfet �uid

expression into Einstein's equations we obtain the time-time omponent of

�eld equations

(

Ṙ

R

)2

+
(K + k0)

R2
=

8πG

3
ρ, (132)
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in whih

k0 = 0, f = r, F = r/2;

k0 = 1, f = sin r, F = sin (r/2) ;

k0 = −1, f = sinh r, F = sinh (r/2) .

An extensive derivation of some observational quantities whih desribe the

evolutionary kinematis of the Stephani universe, suh as Hubble parame-

ter and deeleration parameter, an be found in referene [14℄. From suh

derivations, for an inhomogeneous Stephani model featured by a time de-

pendent urvature index, with solely dust as the �lling up �uid omponent

(an oversimpli�ation hardly aeptable), it was reported in the above refe-

rene an age of the universe notably larger than the estimated age provided

by FLRW models with no exoti matter. Also, being this model formally

desribed by dust-like matter, the urvature term is suh that it simulates

an exoti �uid driving the power-law in�ation ourred at a later time.

Lastly, as in osmology the redshift-magnitude relation is a key measure,

I reommend to readers the formalism of power series around the observer's

position for �nding that relation proposed by Ellis and MaCallum [11℄.

4 Final remarks

Supergravity is, of ourse, a very attrative theory in the sense that, as

pointed out by Wess , we may say that we understand a given system if we

�nd a symmetry (or a supersymmetry) in the dynamis of this system [54℄.

For instane, in terms of anonial ommutation relations, supersymmetry

reads the energy momentum density tensor as a spin 2 objet whih is the

graviton. But, even if we aept the reognized symmetries as de additional

dimensions onstituting the inner spae of the system, the inexorable fat

is that those supersymmetries remain year by year an experimental hope,

perhaps during a never ending wait.

One thing I learned as a theoretial physiist is that one an never blin-

dly aept a model as muh as we like it. During last deades, theories have

beome more mathematial than physial, in part beause we are dealing

phenomenologially with a reality di�ult to aess empirially, and this

requires us to be muh more autious in our re�etions on the validity of

our representations. I was partiularly happy to see that from my �rst rea-

dings on quantum gravity, the same author who impressed Rovelli , Chris

Isham , also aught my attention. Sine then, I never stopped to review my

own doubts and onerns about quantum gravity. I think that, at a given

moment, I questioned my position on the supergravity theories, but not

properly abandoning them, and this is what led me to the formulation of
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my quantum approah of the spaetime. Indeed, suh an approah is still

neessarily phenomenologial, but at least it does not raise extra dimensi-

ons, nor requires the aeptane of hypothetial partiles, being ompatible

with general relativity.

The study of the theories of gravity plays a fundamental role in the

progress of human understanding on osmology. In partiular, the physis

of gravitational singularities, suh as blak-holes and the former Big-Bang,

ertainly has the quantum-mehanial key to shed lights on the intersetion

between GR and QM within the framework of the modern osmologial

theories. Indeed, there is still muh speulation about the physis of blak

holes and Einstein's bridges (the original denomination for wormholes). For

instane, Maldaena and others onsider the possibility of entanglement

between two blak-holes, giving rise to a wormhole, that is, a "onduit"

shared by both [24℄. While it still takes a long time to reah a learer

piture of the fourth interation, personally I do not think that a true

uni�ation of fundamental interations is possible, but just a uni�ation

of general priniples through a �master� priniple. Suh uni�ation is in

sharp progress (although at ertain moments in a somewhat onfusing

way) beause we already have that master priniple: the priniple of gauge.

As we have seen, this priniple is so powerful that we an appreiate it

in lassial theories as thermodynamis applied to engineering systems; so

profound that we an see it sprout naturally in every phenomenology of the

smooth transformations. From Weyl to Rovelli, through Fok, Lyra, Yang,

Mills and O'Reifeartaigh, the gauge theories remain the most beautiful

and e�etive theoreti tools that the reason has produed at all times.

Quanto mais fundamente penso, mais

Profundamente me desompreendo.

O saber é a inonsiênia de ignorar...

Fernando Pessoa
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Appendix I

Re�etions on the nature of the movement

It is urious how relativity is admitted at the same time that bodies are

still aepted as spatial objets moving within "another" spae, apparently

dissoiated from them. The arti�e of dividing the world into maro and

miro physial images does not help to solve the paradox, sine there must

be a unique nature for everything, regardless of how humanity pereives

it. I think the problem is solved by a very simple mental proedure. Ima-

gine that, initially, the spae was restrited to a point oinident with an

elemental puntual being; moreover, it is appropriate that the term "ex-

pansion" refers to a representation onsisting of a ontinuous �uxion of

points (as physiists, we borrow from mathematis the objets neessary

for the assembly of our onstruts, without expeting that mathematiians

understand us). Our puntual friend would not go anywhere on�ned to his

sharp prison. Suppose that suddenly a point immediately adjaent to the

�rst appears. Our hero ould go bak and forth from one point to the other,

provided the ontinuity of the interval between the two points was guaran-

teed. In other words, it is only possible to go from one point to another if

there is �uxion, that is, ontinuous expansion of the spae between them,

however lose they may be (a stati interval is an abstration belonging to

geometry, not to physis). At a ertain moment, as new points are reated,

our hero (whih is also onstituted of spae, and, therefore, is under the

same laws of �uxion) does not realize that his own being likewise expands

into new points, establishing a permanent sale ratio between it and its

ontiguous universe. Suh point �uxion is virtually inexhaustible, so that

to go from point A to point B is a feasible ation simply beause A and B

are ontinually rereated along with the in�nity of points separating them.

Thus, it is the spae that moves in and by itself.

Oddly enough, all this digression arose from a disussion of time mahine

e�ets that ould our under extreme gravitational onditions [44℄. In this

ontext, the ruial question is: in what way ould the exlusion of spae

be represented in a geodeti path without nulling the spatial omponents

of the metri tensor? This ould happen in an exoti region in whih the

expansion was ounterfeited by an intense gravitational pressure. So, if we

assume that there is displaement only beause spae is ontinually expan-

ding everywhere and in all diretions, then a fore opposing this expansion

neessarily opposes any attempt of displaement. The phenomenologial

model for this theory was based on the zone of on�it between two oor-

bitant massive blak holes, whih inevitably led to a quantum spaetime

theory founded on the thesis of �uxions.
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Although the idea of �uxions is enlightening as a priniple, it does not

lend itself in its original state to reporting useful quantities to the physiist.

For this reason, it is muh more interesting to talk about a rate of hange

of an in�nitesimal interval of �uxion. Suh an interval de�nes our quantum

of spaetime.
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Appendix II

Understanding entanglement

It was pointed that quantum proessing was born from "purely philosophi-

ally motivated questions" (Walther, 2006)

20

on non-loality and omple-

teness of quantum mehanis fomented mainly by Einstein from his olla-

borative work with Podolsky and Rosen in 1935. In fat, as one observed,

it was Einstein whom restored in modern siene the Cartesian metaphy-

sial sense of philosophy, turning physis into a real theory of knowledge

(Charon, 1967)

21

. This important note remembers to us that philosophy

will always be present in the proess of reation. It is preisely its absene

that determines little reativity that prevails today in all �elds. Thus, to

understand what is entanglement it will be neessary a re�etive proess of

reonstrution of the oneptual foundations of physis, whih will lead to

a omprehensive review of the appliability of the notion of ausality.

The main ontroversies of quantum mehanis ever resided in the di�-

ulty of the human mind to separate the physial fat from its pereption

or representation. Indeed we always work with our pereptions; we took

from them the full potential of human development and survival o�ered,

reating representations for all we observe. There was a time when I was

a follower of a kind of fruitless and paralyzing materialism that insisted

to reify the world. Later, in�uened by some physiists adepts of the ope-

rationalism, I ame also to sympathize with the dresser and foolish idea

that the only thing that matters is the alulation and not the ultimate

nature of things. Thanks to my growing interest in quantum omputing, I

ould deepen those ontroversial disussions and reah my own onlusions

about them. Of ourse, long before the seventies there were eloquent spee-

hes from the great thinkers of modern physis. Weizsäker , for instane,

in the Spanish version of 1974: El átomo no es inmediatamente pereptible

para nuestros sentidos, y ualquier experimento lleva sólo una determinada

propiedad del átomo al ámbito de una pereptibilidad mediata (Weizsä-

ker, 1974)

22

. But that was still little; not just to observe a prediate and

desribe it by means of lassial onepts. It was neessary a phenomenal

texture made by the experimental apparatus from whih one ould then

20

Walther, P., Zeilinger, A., Quantum Entanglement, Puri�ation, and Linear-Optis

Quantum Gates with Photoni Qubits, in L. Aardi, M. Ohya, N. Watanabe (Eds),

Quantum Probability and White Noise Analysis 19, Singapore, World Sienti� Pu-

blishing Co, 360-369 (2006).

21
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22

Weizsäker, C. von, La imagen físia del mundo. Madrid: Bibliotea de Autores
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extrat useful measurements (information). In this it would lie a deepening

of the famous omplementarity of Bohr: the ultimate hidden objet and its

aessible and inseparable image.

Inspired by those philosophial texts from the �rst half of the twenti-

eth entury and early seond half, I ould re�ne my ideas and reah an

understanding whih I onsider aeptable, although limited by the nature

of human thought. Now I believe that the understanding of the quantum

entanglement, one of the most intriguing phenomena of the quantum world,

rises, for happiness of the philosophers, in a re�etion on the edge of a pool.

One summer night, I sat in a hair right in front of a lighted lamp whose

�ikering light was re�eted in the pool. The image of the lamp strethed

like a rubber with the ripples of the water and sometimes ame to dou-

ble or even to quintuple depending on the swings of the water. Both, the

lamp and its images in water, are real, belonging to the world of mater

and pereptions. But imagine that we ould not see the lamp, only their

images re�eted in the water. We would think that two objets born of a

unique (dupliate piture) would be irrevoably united, although separated;

any hange in one of them would "ause" an instantaneous hange in the

other. With respet to the quantum world is passing up something similar.

We have no diret aess to the ultimate reality (as the hidden lamp), only

to the images produed by our experiments. What we see are the "pitures

in the pool" and these are as real as the objet that produed them. Cle-

arly, these images arry information from the ultimate objet, whih makes

them tratable to ontrol. Instead of using the ultimate objet we use them

with all their informational potential. This potential is the base of the tele-

port proess, sine we teleport physial states, not matter in itself. In short,

the quantum world is so light and sensible to our presene that it would be

impossible to get diret bene�ts from their objets. All we an do is work

with "pools". As Weizsäker said: Todo experimento es un ato material

que es simultáneamente um ato de perepión (Weizsäker, 1974).
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